SYNOPSIS
In the depths of her mind, pain takes the form of a creature. A love
relationship unleashes the obscurity within, to evoke in the real world,
a world of shadows.
"Creature" is a sensorial experience, a journey towards what hurts. It is
a glimpse into the demons for so many years silenced, that today, are
pushing themselves into the surface.
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DIRECTOR’S LETTER OF INTENT
"A monster was born sitting upon my head. I nourished it. I decided to feed it.
And over the years it grew. The creature got into my veins, and began to articulate my thoughts. It conceived the void, and with it, you were torn from my
body."
I wrote this text, during my twenties. I was going through depression, had
fallen in love, and was having a glimpse of what would turn itself into a
very destructive relationship. I lost myself along the way, suicidal thoughts
welled up, and my own reflection simply stopped being my own. I hit rock
bottom and realized that if I wanted to live, I needed to find myself again.
"Creature" speaks about this moment in my life, about the toxicity of a
relationship that turned itself into the reflection of a violent past; a
broken child that extended her hand to me to show me her wounds.
I believe that every relationship is a confrontation with oneself, with our
own history, with the corpses that we hide and squeeze into the closet.
But when it comes to a toxic relationship, the beasts sprout, they mutate.
"Love" becomes a strange force that knows how to dig into the deepest of
darknesses. It is no longer a relationship with an "another", but a confrontation with oneself and what remains unsolved. And so, what appears to
be a dispute with her own partner, is actually a dispute that the protagonist is waging against herself, against a "creature" that needs to be purged.
"I feel that I've already lived this", they both say in the film, and yes, they
have already lived this, in different ways and times, through different yet
identical relationships. This is the eternal return to which Nietzsche alludes, the endless loop that encloses and transforms humanity.
I don't think I'll ever free myself from the monster "sitting upon my
head". It is still there. Yet today I can see it; I know how it crawls, I recognize its voice. And when it is the most hungry and seeks its way out into
the surface, I don't deny it, nor squeeze into the closet. But I just let it
come out, to turn it into something else. And this time, from its ferocity
emerged "Creature".
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